Get your creative juices flowing!

Possible creativity piece:
• Glassblowing • Stained glass
• Pottery • Ceramic and glass 3D printing • Artistic painting of a ceramic-related image • Microscope and SEM images • Other glass or ceramic related forms of art

For more information and how to enter, visit ceramics.org/pcsacreative

Cash Prizes for three categories! Physical awards presented at MS&T23!

Submissions will be evaluated based upon the following categories:
• Scientific Creativity, a technically difficult characterization or processing technique in a visual format
• Artistic Creativity, a unique ceramic or glass inspired artistic piece
• Viewer's Choice, The PCSA's social media audience will choose the awardee for this category

For more information and how to enter, visit ceramics.org/pcsacreative

Submissions Open:
June 1 – August 1, 2023

Contact PCSA Programming Committee
Delegate Clark Luckhardt at cal7cg@virginia.edu for questions.